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Abstract
A new subclass of Hadamard full propelinear codes is introduced in this article.
We define the HFP(2t, 2, 2)-codes as codes with a group structure isomorphic to
C2t × C
2
2 . Concepts such as rank and dimension of the kernel are studied, and
bounds for them are established. For t odd, r = 4t−1 and k = 1. For t even, r ≤ 2t
and k 6= 2, and r = 2t if and only if t 6≡ 0 (mod 4).
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1 Introduction
The Hadamard conjecture proposes that an Hadamard matrix of order 4t
exists for every positive integer t. The search for a proof of the Hadamard
conjecture has stimulated several advances in the fields of design theory and
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combinatorics. Concepts such as Hadamard groups, difference sets, cocyclic
Hadamard matrices and Hadamard full propelinear codes are related in dif-
ferent ways.
Ito [5], [6], [7] introduced the concept of Hadamard groups, he showed a
relation between Hadamard difference sets and Hadamard groups and he con-
jectured that the dicyclic group Q8t is always a Hadamard group. Schmidt [11]
has verified Ito’s conjecture for 1 ≤ t ≤ 46. Rifà and Suárez [10] showed that
the concept of Hadamard group is equivalent to Hadamard full propelinear
codes. Flannery [4] proved that the concepts of cocyclic Hadamard matrix
and Hadamard groups are equivalent. De Launey, Flannery and Horadam
[3] proved that the existence of a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order 4t is
equivalent to the existence of a normal relative difference set with parameters
(4t, 2, 4t, 2t). The above equivalences give us different paths to approach to
the proof of Ito’s conjecture. For example, the cocyclic Hadamard conjecture
(de Launey and Horadam) states that there is a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of
order 4t for all t ∈ N, that is equivalent to Ito’s conjecture. The cocycles over
the groups Ct × C
2
2 , for t odd, were studied in [1] by Baliga and Horadam.
The solution set includes all Williamson Hadamard matrices, so this set of
groups is potentially a uniform source for generation of Hadamard matrices.
Every Hadamard matrix of length ≤ 20 is cocyclic. For lengths ≤ 200, only
length 4t = 188 = 4 · 47 is not yet known to have a cocyclic construction. The
goal of this article is to study the algebraic properties of a kind of Hadamard
full propelinear codes, which we call HFP(2t, 2, 2)-codes, because they have a
group structure isomorphic to C2t×C
2
2 . Our work can be related with Baliga
and Horadam [1] since the permutation group of the proposed group is the
same which they used to approach cocyclic Hadamard matrices. Baliga and
Horadam [1] studied the t odd case and in this paper we deal with the even
case. In Section 2, we present the preliminaries about Hadamard full prope-
linear codes. In Section 3, we define the HFP(2t, 2, 2)-codes and we establish
bounds for the rank and dimension of the kernel.
2 Preliminaries
Let F be the binary field. The Hamming distance between two vectors u, v ∈
F
n, denoted by dH(u, v), is the number of the coordinates in which u and v
differ. The Hamming weight of u is given by wtH(u) = dH(u, e), where e is
the all-zero vector. A (n,M, d)-code is a subset, C, of Fn such that |C| = M
and dH(u, v) ≥ d for all u, v ∈ C with u 6= v. The elements of a code are called
codewords and d is called minimum distance. The parameter d determines the
error-correcting capability of C which is given by e = ⌊d−1
2
⌋. For a vector v in
F
n, the support of v, denoted by Supp(v), is defined as the set of its nonzero
positions. The rank of a binary code C, r = rank(C), is the dimension of
the linear span of C. The binary orthogonal code of the code C is the set
C⊥ = {v ∈ Fn : v · c = 0 ∀c ∈ C}, where v · c is the inner product on F. The
kernel of a binary code is the set of words which keeps the code invariant by
translation, K(C) := {z ∈ Fn : C + z = C}. Assuming the zero vector is in C
we have that K(C) is a linear subspace. We will denote the dimension of the
kernel of C by k = ker(C).
Definition 2.1 A t− (v, k, λ)-design is an incidence structure (P,B), where
P is a v-set of elements (called points) and B is a collection of k-subsets of
points (called blocks) such that every t-subset of points is contained in exactly
λ > 0 blocks (0 < t ≤ k ≤ v).
Definition 2.2 A relative (v,m, k, λ)-difference set in a group G relative to
a normal subgroup N , where |G| = vm and |N | = m, is a subset D of G
such that |D| = k and the multiset of quotients d1d
−1
2 of distinct elements
d1, d2 ∈ D contains each element of G\N exactly λ times, and contains no
elements of N .
Let D a relative (4t, 2, 4t, 2t)-difference set in a group G of order 8t relative
to a normal subgroup N ≃ F of G. Thus G is called an Hadamard group of
order 8t.
Definition 2.3 G is an Hadamard group of order 8t, if it is a finite group
containing a 4t-subset D and a central involution u (D is called Hadamard
subset corresponding to u), such that
i) D and uD are disjoint and D ∪ uD = G,
ii) aD and D intersect exactly in 2t elements, for any a /∈ 〈u〉 ⊂ G,
iii) aD and {b, bu} intersect exactly in one element, for any a, b ∈ G.
Definition 2.4 An Hadamard matrix is a n× n matrix H containing entries
from the set {1,−1}, with the property that:
HHT = nI,
where I is the identity matrix.
If n > 2 it is easy to proof that any three rows (columns) agree in precisely
n/4 coordinates. Thus, if n > 2 and there is an Hadamard matrix of order
n, then n is multiple of 4. We will say n = 4t. The matrix obtained from
an Hadamard matrix, by replacing all 1’s by 0’s and all −1’s by 1’s, is called
binary Hadamard matrix. The binary code consisting of the rows of a binary
Hadamard matrix and their complements is called a (binary) Hadamard code,
which is of length n, with 2n codewords, and minimum distance n/2.
Let Sn be the symmetric group of permutations of the set {1, . . . , n}.
For any pi ∈ Sn and v ∈ F
n, v = (v1, . . . , vn), we write pi(v) to denote
(vpi−1(1), . . . , vpi−1(n)). Two binary codes C1, C2 of length n are said to be iso-
morphic if there is a coordinate permutation pi ∈ Sn such that C2 = {pi(x) :
x ∈ C1}. They are said to be equivalent if there is a vector y ∈ F
n and a
coordinate permutation pi ∈ Sn such that C2 = {y + pi(x) : x ∈ C1}.
Definition 2.5 A binary code C of length n has a propelinear structure if for
each codeword x ∈ C there exists pix ∈ Sn satisfying the following conditions:
(i) For all x, y ∈ C, x+ pix(y) ∈ C.
(ii) For all x, y ∈ C, pixpiy = piz, where z = x+ pix(y)
For all x ∈ C and for all y ∈ Fn, denote by ∗ the binary operation such
that x∗y = x+pix(y). Then, (C, ∗) is a group, which is not abelian in general.
The vector e is always a codeword and pie is the identity permutation. Hence,
e is the identity element in C and x−1 = pi−1x (x), for all x ∈ C. We call (C, ∗)
a propelinear code.
Proposition 2.6 [2] Let C be a propelinear code. Then:
(i) For x ∈ C we have x ∈ K(C) if and only if pix ∈ Aut(C).
(ii) The kernel K(C) is a subgroup of C and also a binary linear space.
(iii) If c ∈ C then pic ∈ Aut(K(C)).
Definition 2.7 An Hadamard full propelinear code is an Hadamard prope-
linear code C such that for every a ∈ C, a 6= e, a 6= u the permutation pia has
not any fixed coordinate and pie = piu = Id.
An automorphism of an Hadamard code is a permutation on the set of
coordinates leaving the code invariant. The group Π of permutations of a
propelinear code C is defined by Π = {pix ∈ Sn : x ∈ C}.
Proposition 2.8 Let C be an Hadamard full propelinear code of length 4t.
Then u ∈ K(C) and the group of permutations of C is isomorphic to C/〈u〉.
3 HFP(2t, 2, 2)-codes
Definition 3.1 Let C be an HFP code of length 4t. We will say that C is an
HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code when C is the direct product C2t × C2 × C2, where Ci is a
cyclic group of order i.
Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code, there are two possibilities for the presen-
tation of C:
(i) C = 〈a,b,u〉, where a has order 2t and b has order 2.
(ii) C = 〈a,b, c〉, where a has order 2t, at = u, b has order 2 and c has
order 2.
Hereinafter, we assume that C = 〈a,b,u〉.
Proposition 3.2 Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code. Then, up to equivalence,
we can assume
i) pia = (1, 2, . . . , 2t)(2t+ 1, 2t+ 2, . . . , 4t),
ii) pib = (1, 2t+ 1)(2, 2t+ 2) . . . (2t, 4t),
iii) Knowing the value of a is enough to define b.
Proposition 3.3 Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code which is not linear with t
odd. Then r = 4t− 1 and k = 1.
Proposition 3.4 Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code which is not linear with t
even. Then r ≤ 2t, and r = 2t if and only if t 6≡ 0 (mod 4).
The next lemma is a generalization to nonlinear Hadamard codes of a
Parseval equation (see [8] Corollary 3, p. 416 for the linear case and [9] for
length a power of two).
Lemma 3.5 Let C be an Hadamard code of length 4t, e 6= s ∈ F4t, and




c = 0, where the sum is extended to all
vectors c ∈ C of weight 2t and δc is such that | Supp(s) ∩ Supp(c)| = |S|/2±δc.
Proposition 3.6 Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code = 〈a,b,u〉, where a has
order 2t and b has order 2. If b ∈ K(C) then k ≥ 3.
Proposition 3.7 Let C be an HFP(2t, 2, 2)-code = 〈a,b,u〉, where a has
order 2t and b has order 2. If at ∈ K(C) then k ≥ 3.
Example 3.8 We have constructed allHFP(2t, 2, 2)-codes= 〈a,b,u〉 of length
16, i.e. t = 4. There are two types of generated codes, one of them are linear
codes with r = 5 and k = 5, and the other are nonlinear codes with r = 6 and
k = 3. The values for the generators a and b for an specific nonlinear case
are the following:
a = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0),
b = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1),
pia = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)(9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16),
pib = (1, 9)(2, 10)(3, 11)(4, 12)(5, 13)(6, 14)(7, 15)(8, 16).
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